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ABSTRACT
The increase in company value is reflected in the increase in performance and company image. PT Bank Bengkulu in enhancing the value of the company is done by applying the principles of Good corporate governance supported by the Corporate Legal division. The principles of Good Corporate Governance include: openness, accountability, responsibility, independence and fairness. Corporate Legal functions to regulate matters relating to the legal field which include: Organization and authority, advice or provision of legal assistance and handling legal cases, risk management and mitigation, documentation, administration and reporting. Previously, Corporate Legal was part of the Compliance Division. However, since the transfer of Corporate Legal to Corporate Secretary, there has been overlapping of authority, duties and functions. The problem in this research is how to strengthen Corporate Legal in realizing Good Corporate Governance and what are the factors that inhibit the strengthening of Corporate Legal function in realizing Good Corporate Governance at PT Bank Bengkulu. This type of research is empirical research, data sources obtained from interviews, documents, as well as literature and legislation relevant to research. The results of the study are the strengthening of Corporate Legal at PT Bank Bengkulu conducted by organizational restructuring based on Directors Decree No.17.1 / HP.00.01 / D.1 / 2019/2019 regarding changes in the organizational structure of the transfer of Corporate Legal to Corporate Secretary which was formerly Corporate Legal part of Compliance division, this transfer makes Corporate Legal have a wider authority that is able to provide legal opinions which includes external banks where previously in compliance with Compliance, Corporate Legal can only provide legal opinions that cover only the internal parts of the bank. The factor that inhibits the strengthening of the function of Corporate Legal in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu is the overlapping authority between the Compliance division and the Corporate Secretary, in which there are no restrictions on what should be reviewed by the Compliance Division and Corporate Secretary, then in policy taken by the Board of Directors cannot be immediately decided by Corporate Legal so the problem becomes slow to be resolved immediately.
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A. INTRODUCTION

1. Research Background

Based on Article 1 Number 6 of Bank of Indonesia Regulation Number 8/4/ PBI/2006 concerning Implementation of Good Corporate Governance for Commercial Banks, Good Corporate Governance is a Bank governance that applies the principles of transparency, accountability, responsibility, independency, and fairness.

The implementation of good corporate governance in banking is considered unique because it has different characteristics from other types of financial companies and non-financial companies. The uniqueness of banks is mainly seen from the balance sheet that is the average banking assets are loans that are mostly long-term, while the liabilities side is savings and deposits that have a short-term nature. Careless management will cause a mismatch between assets and liabilities. The occurrence of mismatch can cause negative bookkeeping for banks. Credit distribution to related parties can be positive if the relationship minimizes risk, and vice versa, it will be negative if it increases the risk of default due to moral hazard. However, Good Corporate Governance becomes thick when there is a conflict of interests between the owner and the management.¹

In an effort to increase company value, which is reflected in the form of increased performance (high performance) and corporate image (good corporate image), Good Corporate Governance is one of the ways taken by PT Bank Bengkulu.

PT Bank Bengkulu is a regional development bank that aims to encourage economic growth in the region by developing the business world in general, especially small and medium businesses and cooperatives, based on the principles of compliance, prudence, Good Corporate Governance, and the commitment of all management and employees.

PT Bank Bengkulu, in realizing the principles of good corporate governance, is supported by the Corporate

¹Andrianto, Manajemen Bank Syariah, Qiara Media, Jakarta, 2019, p.340.
Secretary division which includes the Corporate Legal section, which used to be part of the Compliance Division, but since January 25, 2019, there was a change in the organizational structure, namely the formation of the Corporate Secretary Division with Corporate Legal within. However, in practice, the Compliance Division is still handling/doing work that has been delegated to the Corporate Legal section so that there is an overlap of authority between the Compliance division and Corporate Legal.

Corporate Legal functions to regulate external issues related to the legal field which include: Organization and authority, advice or provision of legal assistance and the handling of legal cases, risk management and mitigation, documentation, administration and reporting.

2. Problems Identification

1. What were the factors that inhibit the strengthening of corporate legal function in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu?

2. How was the strengthening of Corporate Legal in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu?

3. Research Purposes

1. To know and to understand the strengthening of corporate legal function in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu.

2. To find out and to understand the factors that hinder the strengthening of corporate legal function in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu.

B. RESEARCH METHOD

The type of research applied in this study was empirical legal research. Empirical legal research is one type of legal research that analyzes and examines the operation of law in society.²

Sources of data used in the study were primary and secondary data sources. Primary data sources are data derived from field data. The field data was obtained from respondents.³

---

²Ishaq, Metode Penelitian Hukum dan Penulisan Skripsi, Tesis, Serta Disertasi, Alfabeta, Bandung, 2016, p.70.

³Salim HS and Erlies Septiana Narbani,
this case the respondents of this study were PT Bank Bengkulu's Compliance Director, PT Bank Bengkulu Corporate Secretary Division Leader, and PT Bank Bengkulu Corporate Legal Division Leader. Secondary data are the data obtained from library studies by conducting library research aimed at finding data in the form of theories, opinions, views, and legal principles that are closely related to the subject matter being studied.\(^4\)

C. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Strengthening the Corporate Legal Function in Realizing Good Corporate Governance at PT Bank Bengkulu

Bank Bengkulu is a Bengkulu regional development bank which was established on August 9, 1969 based on the Decree on the Governor of Bengkulu Province Number: 08/14/EKU/1969, which was ratified by the Minister of Home Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia with Decree Number: 14/4/1323 dated on 29 November 1969, which was subsequently granted an in-principle license with the Decree of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia Number: D-15-6.1.25 dated on May 17, 1970. Bank Bengkulu began to be inaugurated on April 13, 1971. This matter was written in the Decree of the Minister of Finance of the Republic Indonesia Number: Kep-102/DDK/II/4/1971. On April 1, 1971, Bengkulu Regional Development Bank started its business as a Bank Financial Institution.\(^5\)

PT. Bank Bengkulu with its head office located at Jalan S. Parman Bengkulu city has a policy in its company that is developing the business world in general, especially small and medium businesses (SMEs) and cooperatives, based on the principles of compliance, prudence, good corporate governance and commitment from all management and employees supported by the Corporate Secretary division of the Corporate Legal section.

\(^4\) Penerapan Teori Hukum Pada Penelitian Tesis dan Disertasi, PT Raja Grafindo Persada, Jakarta, 2013, p.25.

\(^5\) https://www.bankbengkulu.co.id/ accessed at 10\(^{th}\) of April 2020 at 10.38 a.m.
In Article 1 of the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 35/Pojk.04/2014 regarding the Corporate Secretary of Issuers or Public Companies, the Corporate Secretary is:

The Company Secretary is an individual or person in charge of a work unit that carries out the function of the company secretary.

The Corporate Secretary of Bank Bengkulu which is usually called corsec has an important role in the implementation of good corporate governance. The Corsec has 2 parts, namely Corporate Communication and Secretary and Corporate Legal. The functions of the Corporate Legal of PT Bank Bengkulu are:  

6 Carry out regulatory functions (preparation and issuance of provisions) in the field of law, Carry out litigation and non-litigation functions in handling criminal and non-criminal legal cases in accordance with the criteria for handling cases that are their duties and responsibilities, and carrying out functions of assistance, advocacy or provision of legal assistance for all levels of the Bank in fulfilling the summons of Law Enforcement Officials.

PT Bank Bengkulu as a banking institution, seeks to create good corporate governance by creating good security, building public trust and maintaining customer financial transactions. In addition, Corporate Legal is expected to be able to provide input on the effectiveness of solving problems arising in the field of banking crime, overseeing the effectiveness of the company in order to reduce and overcome all possible customers who have bad intentions and result in reduced profits / corporate earnings. These steps are carried out aimed at strengthening the function of Corporate Legal at PT Bank Bengkulu in order to fulfill the principles of good corporate governance, namely transparency, accountability, responsibility, independence, and fairness in carrying out business activities.

A. Obstacles in Applying

---

6 Data on PT Bank Bengkulu Guidebook
Corporate Legal to PT Bank Bengkulu

As an intermediary and trust institution, in carrying out its business activities, banks must adhere to the principle of openness (transparency), have performance measures from all levels of the bank based on measures consistent with corporate values, business objectives and bank strategies as a reflection of bank accountability (accountability), adhere to prudential banking practices and ensure the implementation of the provisions that apply as a form of bank responsibility (objective), objective and free from pressure from any party in making decisions (independence), and always pay attention to the interests of all stakeholders based on the principle of equality and fairness.

Good corporate governance can provide a frame of reference that allows effective monitoring, so that checks and balances can be created in the company.7 The implementation of good corporate governance needs to be supported by three interconnected pillars, namely the state and its instruments as regulators, the business world as market participants, and the public as users of business products and services. Based on the Indonesian Banking of Good Corporate Governance Guidelines issued by the National Committee on Corporate Governance Policy on October 17th, 2006 the basic principles that must be implemented by each pillar are:8

1. The state and its instruments create laws and regulations that support a healthy, efficient and transparent business climate, implement regulations and consistent law enforcement.

2. The business world as a market participant applies

---

7 The interview results with Roby Wijaya as Head of the Corporate Secretary Division of PT Bank Bengkulu On April 23rd, 2020

8 Governance Policy Committee General Guidelines for Good Corporate Governance in Indonesia https://panahperak.id/document/Indonesia_GCG.pdf downloaded on April 21st, 2020, at 7 pm
good corporate governance as a basic guideline for business implementation.

3. The community as users of business products and services as well as those affected by the existence of the company, show concern and exercise social control objectively and responsibly.

On January 25th, 2019, there was a change in the Organizational Structure at Bank Bengkulu through the Decree of the Board of Directors No.17.1/HP.00.01/D.1/2019/2019 which was a change in the organizational structure and work procedures of the company by forming Corporate Legal as part of the Corporate Secretary. Previously, the Corporate Legal was part of the Compliance Division with the transfer of Corporate Legal, sometimes there is still overlap in the authority of the Corporate Secretary of the Corporate Legal section with the Compliance Division.9

The reason for the shifting of corporate legal from the compliance division to the Corporate Secretary is because the scope of the Compliance Division is limited to establishing systems and procedures that will be used to develop internal bank rules and guidelines. For this reason, PT Bank Bengkulu has added organizations / divisions, namely Corporate Secretary whose scope is broader so that it can cover both internal and external activities of the bank, where the Corporate Secretary has a Corporate Legal section. so that the joining of Corporate Legal becomes part of the Corporate Secretary, the activities and scope of Corporate Legal are broader, that is not only regulating the legal interests of the bank's internal alignment, but also regulating legal interests outside the bank's internal activities. i.e. by providing

9 The Interview Results with Yanti Kurniati as Head of Compliance Division of PT Bank Bengkulu on April 23rd, 2020 at 3 pm.
legal advice / opinion, assistance, advocacy or providing legal assistance to all bank staff in fulfilling the summons of law enforcement officials. Examples of cases that will be resolved by Corporate Legal through law enforcement agencies are if the customer experiences bad credit and has been rescued but there is no good faith from the customer and when traced a billet deposit that is used as a blank guarantee. Then, through the attorney of PT Bank Bengkulu reports the customer to the authorities.

In this case the Bank in carrying out its business needs to implement a precautionary principle as regulated in Article 2 of Act No. 10 of 1998 concerning Banking. To gain confidence and protect the bank as a creditor, the bank in this case must conduct a very good and thorough assessment of the prospective debtor's customers, known as the 5C principle of Character, Capability, Capital, Guarantee Collateral) and the Economic Condition (Condition of Economy) of the prospective debtor.\textsuperscript{10} This is done to avoid and minimize the occurrence of bad loans.

PT Bank Bengkulu anticipates before the emergence or occurrence of bad loans by conducting a series of reviews of customer business development and credit development from the time it is given until paid off. The customer monitoring must be carried out by loan officer staff to see the business conditions of the debtor to be checked every month, every quarter and every semester and also to conduct credit analysis. The credit analysis is a credit assessment process in all aspects such as financial and non-financial. According to Lukman Dendawijaya, credit analysis is a form of credit analysis process using approaches and financial

\textsuperscript{10} The Interview Results with Yanti Kurniati as Head of Compliance Division of PT Bank Bengkulu on April 23\textsuperscript{rd}, 2020 at 3 pm.
ratios to determine reasonable credit needs. Besides paying attention to the above, the bank must know the purpose of using the credit and also the plan to develop its creditors and the urgency of the credit requested by the prospective debtor. The creditor usually also must recognize and see how the background of the prospective debtor's life. This is done to prevent the occurrence of problem loans in the future.

D. CLOSING

1. Conclusion

1) The strengthening of Corporate Legal in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu is carried out by means of organizational restructuring based on Directors' Decree No.17.1 / HP.00.01 / D.1 / 2019/2019 concerning changes in organizational structure namely the transfer of Corporate Legal to Corporate Secretary previously Corporate Legal is part of the Compliance division, the transfer of Corporate Legal to the Corporate Secretary makes Corporate Legal have broader authority, that is, it can provide legal opinions that cover the external activities of banks which were previously subject to Compliance, Corporate Legal can only provide legal opinions that cover the internal parts of the bank. Then the strengthening of Corporate Legal at PT Bank Bengkulu can be done by making regulations that give authority to Corporate Legal to determine the provision of legal advice / opinions themselves, so it does not have to be based on the approval of the directors.

2) Factors that hinder the strengthening of the function of Corporate Legal in realizing good corporate governance at PT Bank Bengkulu, namely:

1. There is an overlap in authority between the Compliance division and the Corporate Secretary. The overlap in authority occurs in
the case of a Cooperation Agreement (PKS) review and a legal opinion review, which in this case there is no limit what should be reviewed by the Compliance Division and the Corporate Secretary. Then when both divisions are asked for legal opinions, sometimes both divisions have the same opinion which should the Compliance Division provide enough opinions that cover only the internal part of the bank. Then in the policies taken by the Directors cannot be immediately decided by Corporate Legal so that the problem becomes slow to be resolved immediately.

3) In terms of providing legal assistance for both criminal and civil cases, the appointment of an advocate proposed by Corporate Legal must be based on the approval of the Board of Directors, which in this agreement should hold a meeting of the board of directors which will take time so that the criminal or civil case will be slowly resolved.

2. Suggestion

1) PT. Bank Bengkulu can restructure the organization again by forming Corporate Legal into a separate division in order to carry out its functions and responsibilities to the maximum and is expected to be authorized by the directors to decide / determine the provision of advice / legal opinions themselves, so that the settlement of legal cases that occur at PT Bank Bengkulu can be resolved immediately, so that it can realize the creation of good corporate governance by meeting the principles of Good corporate governance, namely transparency, accountability, responsibility, independence, and fairness in carrying out business activities banking.

2) It is imperative that between Corporate Legal and
Compliance Division immediately make policies regarding what boundaries must be reviewed by the two divisions so that overlapping authority and accountability principles in good corporate governance can be fulfilled.
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